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The college essay or personal statement can be one of the most daunting pieces of the entire college 
application process. Its subjective nature often leaves students confused, overwhelmed, and unsure about 
when their writing process is complete.

Our goal with this guide is to demystify the college essay. In the following pages, we’ll give you:
•	 Context for how the college essay is used by admissions officers.
•	 An overview of the current essay prompts for two major college application platforms.
•	 Lists of best practices and mistakes to avoid.
•	 A clear writing process, from initial brainstorm to final proofread.

By “the college essay” we mean the primary essay attached to a student’s college application. This is 
different from the supplemental essays that may be required by individual schools. The college essay is 
received and read by all colleges where a student applies. Even the word “essay” is a little bit of a misnomer. 
The college essay is different from just about any essay a student will write in the classroom, because this 
essay is about the student. The college essay is one of the few pieces, and in many cases the sole piece, of 
the application that gives students an opportunity to share their own unique voice.

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE OF THE COLLEGE ESSAY

To bring a student’s 
application to life by 

giving admissions 
officers a better 

picture of the student.

To demonstrate a 
student’s individuality, 
interests, and values.

To show that a student 
can communicate 

complex ideas  
with clarity.
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The college essay is an important piece of the college application, but it is just one of many components. 
Admissions officers read a student’s essay alongside the rest of the college application, which includes 
transcripts and test scores, activities and awards, and outside recommendations. There’s no need to rehash 
information that appears elsewhere in the application on the essay unless it provides additional context, 
such as why a particular extracurricular activity has played a meaningful role in a student’s high school 
experience. In many cases, students should instead use the essay as an opportunity to say something new 
and different about themselves.

Colleges, particularly highly selective colleges, are looking for subjective information in the college essay. 
Admissions officers (note the plural: a student’s application is usually read by multiple people) want to 
understand those intangible qualities that make a student stand out. Many of these are the same qualities 
that make a student stand out in a classroom or extracurricular setting: open-mindedness, curiosity, 
passion, thoughtfulness, and a healthy dose of challenging conventions.

Admissions officers are real people with diverse backgrounds and interests, just like the students they learn 
about. There is no one “silver bullet” essay topic that will guarantee a student’s acceptance. Admissions 
officers love reading essays because it helps them see students as real, multi-dimensional people. Students 
can help flesh out this image by writing about a topic that has great meaning to them. Remember that 
a unique experience doesn’t necessarily equal an effective essay. Mundane topics can make exceptional 
essays if the writer is fascinated by the topic.

THE ESSAY AND THE ADmISSIONS 
PROCESS

The two main application platforms that send college applications to multiple schools are the Common 
Application and the Coalition Application. Most schools accept the Common App, although there are 
some exceptions. A smaller pool of schools accepts the Coalition App. 

Once students have created their final college list, they can determine whether they will need the Common 
App, the Coalition App, both, or (in a few rare cases) neither. Some colleges have their own application 
platform and may or may not require one main essay. These schools may instead ask students multiple 
smaller questions that serve the same purpose as the college essay.

Not sure how to develop your college list? See our Guide to College Admissions for help!

See our Resources section on page 17 for all website links.

ESSAY REqUIREmENTS
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While essay prompts do not assign subjects to write about, students are required to select and answer a 
specific prompt. It’s critical that a student’s final essay actually address the selected prompt and clearly 
answer any questions set forth. At the same time, both the Common App and the Coalition App have a 
“topic of your choice” prompt that allows students to write on anything they choose. Some students will 
prefer to select a prompt before beginning the writing process, while others may find it useful to do some 
brainstorming of possible topics before choosing a prompt. The prompts for the Common App and the 
Coalition App are similar, as you’ll see listed below:

Common Application Prompts for 2018-2019:

1.   Some students have a background, identity, interest, or talent that is so meaningful they believe their 
application would be incomplete without it. If this sounds like you, then please share your story.
This prompt is great for students with a particular experience or story central to their identity, or something 
to tell admissions officers that did not fit anywhere else on the application. 

2.  The lessons we take from obstacles we encounter can be fundamental to later success. Recount a 
time when you faced a challenge, setback, or failure. How did it affect you, and what did you learn from 
the experience?
This prompt can be tricky because students who choose it need to give their “failure” a positive spin. Make 
sure to explain how this experience led to being a stronger, more compassionate, or more insightful person. 

3.  Reflect on a time when you questioned or challenged a belief or idea. What prompted your thinking? 
What was the outcome?
This prompt can be great for students who fight for human rights or who have effected change in their 
schools through student government, but it can be answered on a smaller scale as well. Standing up for 
someone being bullied, speaking up in class to express different views from peers, or even challenging 
one’s own beliefs or ideas are all great approaches. 

4.  Describe a problem you've solved or a problem you'd like to solve. It can be an intellectual challenge, 
a research query, an ethical dilemma—anything that is of personal importance, no matter the scale. 
Explain its significance to you and what steps you took or could be taken to identify a solution.
As noted in the prompt, this essay can have a variety of answers. A student must cite a problem that is 
meaningful to them, explain why it is meaningful, and then offer a potential solution or describe what they 
did to remedy the problem. The crux of the essay is the last sentence of this prompt, so be sure to explain 
why the problem has personal significance.  

5.  Discuss an accomplishment, event, or realization that sparked a period of personal growth and a new 
understanding of yourself or others.
In general, avoid writing about a very common event for this essay, such as getting a driver’s license or 
having a Bat Mitzvah, unless there’s a unique twist. The event doesn’t have to mark an enormous life 
transition (though it can). It’s perfectly valid to write about a small moment that created an opportunity for 
reflection and growth. Remember to show that you are self-aware, responsible, and a great addition to a 
college community, but also that you still have room to grow.

6. Describe a topic, idea, or concept you find so engaging that it makes you lose all track of time.  
Why does it captivate you? What or who do you turn to when you want to learn more?
This prompt cuts to the heart of the matter: what are you truly passionate about? Avoid writing about 
a video game addiction or obsession with a celebrity or TV show unless this pastime can be linked to 
something clearly creative, philosophical, or career-related.

WHAT’S THE ESSAY ALL ABOUT?
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7. Share an essay on any topic of your choice. It can be one you've already written, one that responds to a 
different prompt, or one of your own design.
This prompt allows you to reuse something that’s already been written, but that doesn’t make it the easiest 
or best choice. Sometimes writing without limits is more challenging than responding to something 
specific. If choosing this prompt, make sure the resulting essay still achieves the purpose of the personal 
statement: conveying something meaningful and specific about who you are.

Coalition Application Prompts for 2017-2019

1. Tell a story from your life, describing an experience that either demonstrates your character or 
helped to shape it. This prompt is similar to a few of the Common App prompts described above, 
namely # 1, 2, and 5, which all provide more specific approaches to this general topic.

2. Describe a time when you made a meaningful contribution to others in which the greater good 
was your focus. Discuss the challenges and rewards of making your contribution. This prompt is 
similar to Common App prompts # 4 and 5. Students should be sure to address their own personal 
growth as a result of the meaningful contribution they made when choosing this prompt.

3. Has there been a time when you’ve had a long-cherished or accepted belief challenged? How 
did you respond? How did the challenge affect your beliefs? This is similar to prompt #3 from the 
Common App. It asks students to not only tell a story but describe how they were changed as a result.

4. What is the hardest part of being a teenager now? What’s the best part? What advice would you 
give a younger sibling or friend (assuming they would listen to you)? This prompt could be similar to 
# 2 or 5 from the Common App list. This prompt also provides the opportunity to bring a bit of humor 
into the college essay.

5. Submit an essay on a topic of your choice. Again, this is similar to Common App prompt # 7. It also 
holds true here that regardless of topic, the essay should convey something meaningful about the 
student writing it.

How personal is personal?
Students often wonder what it means when they’re 
told that the college essay should be “personal.” 
The word is formally defined as “of, having, or 
belonging to a particular person rather than anyone 
else.” In other words, the question of what is 
personal is...personal. One student’s definition will 
not be the same as that of their best friend, brother, 
or parent.

Personal, in this case, does not necessarily mean 
including stories or details that are intimate and 
private. Rather, personal means something that 

matters to the individual student—something 
unique to them. A good rule of thumb is to think 
of the kind of things you might convey to a close 
friend or parent in a letter or email: thoughts and 
reflections that influenced you, opened your eyes, 
or made you see the world a bit differently.

Another way to think about it is this: If you dropped 
your college essay in the hallway without a name 
on it, your closest friends and mentors should still 
be able to tell who wrote it! 
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Personal Statement DOs Personal Statement DON'Ts

DO show how you will actively and positively impact 
your college community. Let your interests, dreams, and 
personality shine.

DON’T use the thesaurus to pick 
impressive words you’d never use. This 
essay is supposed to be in your voice!

DO demonstrate your readiness to succeed in a college 
environment. Your personal statement should show that 
you are both intellectually and emotionally mature.

DON’T brag. Coming off as arrogant or 
entitled is bad news. Write about your 
accomplishments with a mix of humility 
and self-confidence.

DO talk about challenges you’ve worked to overcome. 
Write about how they helped you grow.

DON’T dwell on your weaknesses. If your 
SAT scores are on the low side, don’t 
write about them. The essay gives you 
the opportunity to highlight what’s great 
about you.

DO be specific, and DO be yourself. Read your essay to 
your closest friends and have them give you feedback—
does this sound like you, or some too-perfect version of 
you?

DON’T write an essay that doesn’t respond 
to the prompt. Although you may have 
an idea for a topic before you choose a 
prompt (more on that below), the final 
essay should always clearly respond to the 
prompt you select.

DO ask at least two adults you trust to give you feedback 
as well. They may have insights into grammar and clarity 
that your friends may not have.

DON’T go over the word limit! It’s vital to 
show that you can follow directions, and 
one of the most important directions for 
the personal statement is to write an essay 
that is no longer than the stated word 
limit. 

DO make sure to build in time to write several drafts. 
See our Drafting tips on page 12 for more guidance. 

DO put in consistent effort, and plan to write in short 
bursts rather than long marathons. Revisit the essay 
often, and frequently rework the content to avoid writing 
burnout and to ensure the essay can evolve and shift if it 
needs to, especially early in the writing process.

DON’T be so creative that the message 
is unclear. Keep in mind that admissions 
officers are reading each essay in a matter 
of minutes, so they inevitably do a certain 
amount of skimming. If humorous, clever, 
or creative language starts to obfuscate 
the message, edit and revise until it’s easy 
to read and comprehend.
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Biggest mistakes

We asked our team of former admissions officers about the biggest mistakes students make when it comes 
to their college essays. Here’s what they told us.

Students should avoid:

•	 Sticking with a prompt even when it’s not resonating.
•	 Writing too much about someone else instead of themselves.
•	 Focusing on descriptive details instead of their own thoughts and feelings.
•	 Trying to write an essay they think admissions officers want to read.
•	 Concluding their story too neatly; it’s okay to acknowledge that that there’s still room to grow.

Fortunately, we’ve also drawn on the experiences of this expert team to help write this guide. Read on for a 
process that helps students avoid these pitfalls and craft a stellar college essay!

How to Turn Your Summer Experience Into a 
Great Personal Statement
There’s a myth that in order to write a noteworthy 
essay, students must spend their summers engaged 
in research at elite universities, travel to exotic 
locations, or do something otherwise extraordinary. 
But, as it turns out, that’s simply not true.

Most students who are admitted to their dream 
schools spend their summers in fairly ordinary 
ways. They volunteer at local animal shelters, 
babysit siblings and neighbors, and read books 
from the library. These seemingly mundane 
experiences can be the makings of an incredible 
essay, because the truth is, the college essay is 
really about you! Colleges want to know what 
you think, where you’ve been, who you want 
to become. When you’re mowing a lawn or 
negotiating a truce after a day camp water balloon 
battle, you’re learning about yourself, other people, 
and the world around you.

Have you ever thought about the economic and 
political structures of the countries whose fruit 
exports you are now blending into a smoothie 
for a customer? Do you spend long bike rides 
contemplating how to redesign public spaces to be 
more bike- and pedestrian-friendly? It’s musings 
like these that turn un-glamorous activities into the 

best kind of essay—one that captivates its readers 
through a student’s depth of perspective and ability 
to articulate ideas.
 
Colleges are looking to admit students who 
see beyond life’s routine moments, turning the 
everyday into the extraordinary through their 
unique perspectives. 

Here are a few tips on how to start turning an 
ordinary summer into an exceptional essay:

1.  Try something new. Challenge yourself to 
master Italian cooking, campaign for a local 
election, or learn how to play rugby. New 
experiences give us the opportunity to grow and 
learn more about ourselves.

2.  Journal at least twice per week. Did the ice 
cream machine explode its contents all over you 
right before your boss came in? Have you mastered 
stringing a tennis racket in under six minutes? Did 
you discover photographs of your great-great-
grandparents in the attic? Write it down! You’ll want 
to remember these moments later—they can be 
interesting vignettes to include in an essay.
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3.  Decide what you want colleges to know about 
you. Consider picking three adjectives to describe 
yourself. How have your summer experiences 
shaped you into this person?

4.  Write a draft of your essay. It doesn’t have to be 
perfect—this is just a draft. We’ve got lots of tips for 
you about how to edit later. For now, it’s important 
to get your ideas down.

5.  Appreciate every opportunity to cultivate new 
skills, and look for ways to excel wherever you 
are. Become the most knowledgeable museum 
guide you can be, the most dedicated lifeguard, the 
most enthusiastic, curious, patient     .  

You fill in the blanks. 

Whether you are tangled in dog leashes on a hot 
summer’s day in your neighborhood or snorkeling 
with a sailfin grouper in the Galapagos Islands, you 
have the material for a fantastic essay right in front 
of you. It’s just a matter of perspective.

For more information on planning an excellent 
summer, check out our Guide to Summer Planning 
in the Resources section of this guide.

The first thing to know about planning for the essay is that you do need a plan. Although college essays are 
shorter than many papers students will write in school, they are not all-nighter events. The process we’ve 
laid out in this guide requires plenty of time and space, not to mention various revisions and feedback 
sessions with trusted adults. Students should plan to approach the essay a little bit at a time, letting ideas 
marinate and looking back at things with fresh eyes now and then.

Why make a timeline?
It’s easier to accomplish something that’s written down and stamped with a date rather than a vague goal 
without concrete deadlines. Planning ahead will prevents the feeling like everything needs to get done at 
once. An effective, step-by-step timeline will save time and stress and increase productivity. Being able 
to reflect on the progress and effectiveness of various writing methods is an extremely useful skill for the 
remainder of the college application process. It will also help students become more efficient in their future 
academic performance.

When should students get started?
In general, we encourage students to plan to write their main essay over the summer so it’s out of the way 
before school starts. Many students will also be writing numerous supplemental essays, whose prompts are 
released at the end of summer or in early fall. Writing those essays will take up a considerable amount of 
time during fall semester, so having the personal statement mostly or fully completed over the summer is a 
great idea.

How long should the timeline be?
A safe bet is two to three months, but some students may find that a more concentrated or drawn-out 
process suits them and their schedule better. Students should allot at least a week for any editors to review 
their essay and provide feedback. Aim to have the essay finished at least two weeks before the application 
deadlines. This adds enough breathing room to adjust for unforeseen delays, and it also gives students 
time to disengage and then come back to the essay with fresh eyes in case any last minute changes are 
necessary. Working backwards from that date to set appropriate milestones is the best approach!

PLANNING FOR THE ESSAY
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Tips for crafting a timeline:
•	 There is no one-size-fits-all timeline. Students should reflect on their study habits, weaknesses and 

strengths, and schedules before drafting.
•	 “Normal life” doesn’t stop just because it’s application season. Students will need to work on their essays 

while also focusing on academics, athletics, part-time jobs, clubs, volunteering, and social activities. 
This is why it’s so crucial to plan out specific time to work on the essay rather than assuming it can be 
“squeezed in” alongside everything else. 

•	 Creating the timeline is an iterative process, so expect it to change. To make the timeline as effective as 
possible, students should continue adjusting it according to what they notice about their progress.

•	 Leave time to try new strategies and techniques. It would be a shame to realize what system works best 
after finishing the whole process. Writing the personal statement is a great opportunity to learn more 
about one’s character and one’s writing habits.

While individual timelines vary, there are chief milestones they should all include. We will discuss the first 
five milestones in detail:

•	 Brainstorming
•	 Outlining
•	 Drafting
•	 Revising and Editing
•	 Final review
•	 Completion
•	 Final Deadlines for Schools

Although we have laid out the process for writing the college essay as methodically as possible, it’s 
important to acknowledge one key fact: The writing process is different for everyone. Some people like to 
start with a blank document on their computer screen; others prefer to take longhand notes on a legal pad; 
still others like to write their main ideas up in an email to their best friend.

Nevertheless, this wouldn’t be a Signet guide if we didn’t lay out as clear a process as possible. In the 
following sections, you’ll find information on the various stages of writing, why they are important, and how 
to successfully execute each of them in turn.

Brainstorming

Brainstorming is a process intended to get a student’s creative juices flowing. A brainstorm can be an 
organized list, a free-form writing session, or even involve charts or drawings. Just like a good improv skit, 
brainstorming is all about saying yes. In order to foster creativity and generate a lot of possibilities for the 
essay, capture all your ideas in a brainstorm without dismissing any of them out of hand. Leave the self-
editing for later. (It’s coming, we promise!) Students who are brainstorming should focus on words or 
images that convey information about what makes them unique. Try brainstorming for at least 10 minutes a 
day over the course of a week.

THE WRITING PROCESS
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Free writing is another element of this phase. The name describes the activity well: a student selects one or 
two topics that came up during the brainstorm and writes on them without interruption for 20 minutes at 
a time. After compiling a good amount of free writing, it’s time to organize those thoughts and fragments. 
Students should review their free writing and circle anything that strikes them as important, cool, or 
interesting. These are the “hot spots,” the richest and most compelling moments of the story.  If there is a 
discernible thread linking the hot spots together, they may lead to the topic for the college essay.

Tip: Consider brainstorming with a good old pen and 
paper, not on a keyboard.  

While some students will relish beginning a brainstorm with a blank sheet of paper or a blinking cursor on 
an empty screen, others find that the hardest part of a brainstorm is getting started. Luckily, we’ve included 
several exercises to light that innovative spark.

These exercises are described in detail in Appendices section of this guide.

Common Essay Prompts: Guided brainstorms based on condensed versions of popular essay prompts.

Role-Playing: An exercise to help students articulate meaningful roles they play and experiences they’ve had.

Brainstorming Web: A visual exercise that both generates and organizes possible essay ideas.

mining for quirks, A Lifetime of Facts and Events, and Individual Values: Three variations on an extended 
exercise that takes students from the brainstorming phase all the way through free writing on specific 
topics.

Remember that brainstorming is an active, ongoing process. Not only will students work on their own ideas 
many times before coming up with an essay topic, they may return to brainstorming at different points 
while writing the essay for fresh inspiration. 

Outlining

Once a student has brainstormed for at least a week, they are ready to begin the outlining phase. The 
purpose of an outline is to organize all the material for the essay into a coherent structure that highlights 
the main “plot points.” Students may choose to create the outline in any form that makes sense to them, 
although it should correspond to the overall sequence of an essay, which is as follows:

•	 Begin with a story or vignette. This grabs the reader’s attention from the beginning (see the section on 
“the hook” below).

•	 Answer the questions from the chosen essay prompt. Make sure there is one main point that addresses 
each question. Storytelling and sequence are up to the individual student, but be sure each new idea 
clearly follows from the previous thought.

•	 The middle and end of the essay should be introspective and focus on a student’s development or 
growth, with minimal focus on the plot details.

•	 The conclusion should give the essay a sense of closure (although everything doesn’t have to be neatly 
tied up).

For a detailed exercise in creating an outline, see Appendix B: From Brainstorm to Outline. 
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Drafting

Once a student has completed the brainstorming and outlining phases, it’s time to write the first draft! 
Throughout the drafting phase, don’t worry about word counts, sentence structure, and grammar. All of 
that will get cleaned up during editing. 

Instead, use the outline as a guide to get out the ideas for the essay. Make sure to capture feelings and 
emotions as well as narrative plot points. Although the essay is in its early stages, focus on creating logical 
connections between sentences, and especially between the sections of the outline. It’s important to make 
sure that the ideas flow as smoothly as possible, even in the very first draft. If creating these connections 
feels difficult, it may be a sign that the outline needs to be adjusted.

Start by writing down all the details that occur to you, and then go back and harvest the best parts—the 
best details, the strongest vignettes, the clearest ideas. Put those best parts together and do it all over again. 
The result will be a strong essay in which every word is cogent and deliberate.

Start with the Hook
The very first sentence of the personal statement 
will be what’s known as “the hook.” The golden rule 
for the hook is: Show, don’t tell. Here’s an example:
 
Which of these sentences is more engaging?
 

“my team won three soccer championships 
in the past four years.”

"The Tuesday afternoon was hot, and as on 
many afternoons, I was busy waiting; as a 
goalie on a winning team, I spent a lot of 
time crouching in the mud, eyes squinting 
against the sun, alert and focused—but 
simply waiting.”

The second sentence is far more engaging. It uses 
a description of one specific moment, as well as 
sensory details, to dramatize the moment and draw 
the reader in.

Be aware that the hook is not necessarily the first 
sentence a student will write! If you’re having 
trouble finding the perfect hook, don’t worry! 
Other parts of the essay may be better places to 
dive in. You can always craft a hook later in the 
process. 

Revising and Editing

No matter how talented a writer you are, your personal essay will inevitably need a significant amount of 
revising and editing. Students should anticipate and be prepared to write several drafts of the essay before 
they have a finished product. Through revising, a student shapes and polishes the essay so that it not only 
tells a great story, but exhibits a strong command of language as well. Remember that revisions are not 
the same thing as edits (grammar, syntax, and spelling fixes)—a thorough revision could lead a student to 
rewrite major sections of the essay. Students should be prepared to spend most of their time rewriting 
rather than writing.
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Here are some general guidelines for editing and revising:

•	 Remember your audience. The audience for this essay is admissions officers—people who don’t know 
you and may not be familiar with the experiences or area of expertise you describe. Make sure the essay 
fills in any gaps!

•	 Show, don’t tell. Instead of saying “I’m hardworking,” use an example that illustrates this trait in a 
creative and interesting way. Use active, descriptive verbs and tell your story concisely and precisely. 
However...

•	 ...Don’t get lost in the details. The bulk of the essay should be about the student, not the plotline. When 
in doubt, sacrifice a little bit of the setup to share more of your personal experience and reflection.

•	 Worry about word count...at the right time. The word limit is 650 words for the Common App; the 
Coalition App strongly recommends keeping essays under 550 words. That said, don’t focus on word 
count until the second or third round of revisions. It’s more important to capture the ideas in the early 
stages of the process. The essay can always be trimmed later. 

•	 Students should show their essay to at least two trusted adults who can comment on grammar, 
writing style, and the appropriateness of the essay topic. Ideally, one editor will know the student well 
and the other will not; the friend will provide feedback on which sections don’t sound authentic, and 
the acquaintance can offer unbiased impressions of the overall message of the essay. In addition to 
asking for general feedback on the essay, it can be helpful to ask the editors for three qualities the essay 
demonstrates about the writer. The student should also come up with three qualities they hope the 
essay will convey. If the answers don’t match up with the editors’ impressions, it’s likely time to go back 
and revise some more!

•	 Be open to additional brainstorm sessions for material that just isn’t working. Sometimes the best 
alternative is to go back to the beginning and start again.
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If revising the essay feels like an overwhelming task, Signet has you covered! We created a Jump Start 
Your Essay Kit (located in this Guide’s Resources section) to help students successfully write their college 
essays. Although we’ve included some of the material from the kit in this guide, we recommend students 
also check out the kit for a step-by-step process, including videos and worksheets, to writing essays. In the 
meantime, try one or more of the following techniques, all of which are explained in detail in our Essay Kit.

Reverse Outline: This technique allows the writer to see how well the drafted essay 
matches up with the initial outline. After a draft has been written, create a “reverse outline” 
from the drafted content. If the content doesn’t match up or flow logically, either the 
outline, the draft, or both need more revision.

Separation Technique: This tool ensures that each section of the essay has a clear and 
powerful argument. It also calls attention to redundancy. The Separation Technique 
involves breaking down the essay into five separate pieces and testing whether each piece 
is based on one clear, distinct, well-thought-out idea.

The Rename Game: The Rename Game helps students rework essay sections where the 
intended message isn’t coming across by finding better, more interesting alternatives for 
words that are falling flat. This technique is also useful for finding more places to “show” 
instead of “tell.”

Dramatic Scenes: Another technique for showing more than telling, in Dramatic Scenes the 
writer uses action and dialogue to create a more compelling story. To get started, students 
should envision themselves as screenwriters when drafting of their essay.

How do you know when you are done revising?
A student who has diligently completed all of the steps in this writing process should have an essay that 
is as clear, strong, and seamless as possible. That doesn’t mean the essay will be 100% perfect. Rather, 
it should represent the best work the student can produce at this stage of their life. It’s only natural for 
growth and insight to increase with age, and admissions committees understand that. They want to read an 
essay that seems like it was written by an 18-year-old student, not anybody else.

If you can honestly say that you’ve worked hard and thoroughly applied yourself to complete this essay, 
then it’s time to call it done. Time to celebrate! Completing your personal essay is a huge milestone—and 
deserves more than a pat on the back, so throw yourself a party, go out to dinner with friends or family, or 
find some other way to acknowledge your hard work!
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Final Review 

Proofreading is a small but critical step in the essay-writing process. Typos and spelling errors reflect poorly 
on a student and detract from their application, even if the content of the essay itself is stellar. 

Students should proofread their essays only after they have completed all other revisions. During a 
proofread, check for spelling, punctuation, typos, and grammar.

The spell check feature on a word processing program is definitely a useful tool in proofreading. If possible, 
students should write their essays using a word processing program with an autocorrect feature to avoid 
typos. MS Word offers such a feature, for example, but Google Docs does not. 

However, students should also plan to carefully proofread their essays with their own eyes as well. 
Spell check programs can be misled: for example, if you misspell “two” as “to,” it might not be caught by a 
spell checker.

The best way to proofread is to print out the final draft of the essay and go through it line by line. Clearly 
mark any corrections that need to be made, then find a way to cross off or otherwise note when those 
corrections have been made.

Because students have spent so much time with the material, it’s possible that even with hand-proofing 
some mistakes will be overlooked. It’s best to also have a trusted adult proofread the essay before 
considering it complete.

Even a personal essay has a thesis.
This guide has made much of the fact that the personal statement is different from a traditional academic 
essay. But one thing the essay and a conventional school paper have in common is that both should 
have a thesis statement. A thesis is the primary argument or main point that the essay is making. In the 
case of the college essay, the thesis should say something about the student. The thesis could have to 
do with a student’s interests (“I’m passionate about marine ecology”) or some type of growth experience 
(“Volunteering at the local homeless shelter made me a more compassionate person”). The end result 
should be that a reader walks away with a realistic and positive picture of the student. Each paragraph and 
every point made in the essay should support and direct back to this thesis statement. This is a great thing 
to keep in mind when editing: identify the thesis statement and make sure it never gets muddled or lost.  

TIP: If a student is feeling burned out on the essay,  
it might be time to take a break.  

If there’s enough space in the timeline, put the essay away and don’t look at it for an entire week. If time is 
more limited, even one or two days off from writing can make a big difference. When the essay comes back 
out of the proverbial drawer (or back onto the screen), you’ll be able to revisit it with renewed energy and 
fresh eyes.
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Tips and Tricks

•	 Record yourself talking through your ideas if 
writing feels too difficult at first.

•	 Talk to a friend about yourself to find your true 
voice.

•	 Think like the movies: mimic a cinematic 
structure to create dramatic and exciting 
writing. (What scene introduces the audience to 
your character? What’s the climactic scene?) 

•	 Talk to your grandparents or aunts/uncles to 
get a sense of where you come from or to hear 
interesting stories you didn’t remember!

•	 Start with stories, then get to values. Mine your 
experiences for meaning. Or...

•	 ...Start with values, then think of stories. Decide 
what ideas you want to convey and then figure 
out how to show them. 

Working With a Writing Consultant

While it is absolutely possible to write a stellar college essay following the steps laid out in this guide, some 
students (or parents) will prefer to work with a writing specialist. Signet has a number of writing specialists 
on staff, so we wanted to share a little bit about what this experience is like and how it can benefit students 
during the essay-writing process.

•	 Unique perspective. There are many incredible teachers and other adults who can advise on a student’s 
college essay. However, writing specialists are professionally trained and work with former admissions 
officers to understand what a good essay looks like. Their help will be different from what an English 
teacher may be able to provide.  

•	 An outside eye. Unlike parents, teachers, and other adult advisors, writing consultants don’t usually 
know students before they begin working with them. This can be quite useful for the college essay, 
because the admissions officers who read the essay won’t have prior experience with the student 
either! This makes it easier to point out areas where students could be painting a more vivid picture of 
themselves.

•	 Expert craft. Good writing specialists are both great writers and great teachers. They can help students 
take an essay from average to awesome, without writing the essay for them. Instead, they create space 
that allows students to explore their own narratives, focus on stories that communicate something 
significant about personal values, and elevate their own writing craft. 

If you’re interested in learning more about working with a writing consultant, drop us a line. We’d be happy 
to talk you through the process.

Stuck in the writing process? Here are a few helpful hints for students, courtesy of Signet’s team of former 
admissions officers.
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There’s no doubt that the personal statement is an important piece of the college application process. 
It’s also one of the few places where students get to showcase their personality and creativity. At its best, 
the personal statement allows students to reflect on on who they are and contemplate who they want 
to become. When writing follows a clear step-by-step process, like the one we’ve laid out in this guide, 
students will find that much of the overwhelm around this essay disappears. What is left is an opportunity to 
speak with their unique voice and tell stories only they can tell. 

CONCLUSION

RESOURCES
Common Application:
http://www.commonapp.org

Coalition Application:
http://www.coalitionforcollegeaccess.org

Guide to College Admissions:
https://signeteducation.com/signet's-guide-to-college-admissions

Guide to Summer Planning:
https://signeteducation.com/signets-guide-to-summer-planning

Jump Start Your Essay Kit:
https://signeteducation.com/jump-start-your-essay-kit
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•	 Share you central background story.

•	 Reflect on a failure.

•	 Recall a time you challenged a belief or idea.

 

•	 Describe your ideal place or environment.

•	 Discuss an accomplishment or event that marked your transition from childhood to adulthood.

APPENDIX A
GuIdEd braInSTormS: baSEd on common aPP PromPTS
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From braInSTorm To ouTlInE

This exercise will help you organize and evaluate all of the brainstorming you’ve done thus far. You’ll
need to gather all of these in one place – print them out and have them piled in front of you, or put
them all into a single Google or Word doc. You’ll also need a pen or a pencil and a highlighter. To get
through this exercise successfully, you’ll need to know a few definitions:

•	 Story: Any specific story – tied to a date and time – about an event, experience, object, etc. that you 

can tell.

•	 Idea: Any abstract message you want to convey (usually through the use of a story). Think of this like a 

mini-thesis statement – what are you trying to get across about yourself? This is more specific than a 

theme, but more abstract than an actual story.

•	 Theme: Any abstract concept that runs through several of your stories or ideas. It is a broader message 

that connects these items. 

Here’s what to do:

1. Go through all of your free-writing materials and underline ANYTHING that seems like a significant idea. 

Write an “I” for idea in the margin, next to your underlining.

2. Go through all of your free-writing materials and circle ANYTHING that seems like a theme in your 

writing. Write a “T” for theme in the margin, next to your circling.

3. Go through all of your free-writing materials and highlight ANYTHING that seems like the beginning or 

middle of a story. Write an “S” for story in the margin, next to your highlighting.

4. Then look closer for any supporting details, phrases, or words that you can fit under the Idea, Theme, or 

Story clusters. Group them with appropriate cluster.

5. Now try to put these things in order. If you have a theme that goes with ideas and a story, put them 

together with the appropriate supporting details. If you have several related ideas or stories but no 

theme, try to articulate what connects these ideas or stories. Fill in the missing pieces, and pretty soon 

you’ll have an outline.

APPENDIX B
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PrE-WrITInG ExErcISES

Below, you’ll find three versions of the same pre-writing exercise. Each starts with a brainstorm, moves to 
identifying the key points, and then asks you to start writing. It ends with what we call a “freewrite.”

A freewrite is an exercise that can help you get the ideas out of your brain and onto the paper. Set a timer 
for 10 minutes, and just write. No editing, no judgment, just writing. It’s even ok if you feel like you are 
babbling. The exercises you do before the freewrite will help to prime your mind with great ideas to focus 
on in those 10 minutes.

It’s important to try to be both honest and specific when writing about yourself in these pre-writing 
exercises. This can be challenging work! Don’t worry too much about the absolute best answer: just get 
your honest ideas down on paper, no matter how goofy or embarrassing or unimportant they might seem.

Pre-Writing Exercise: mining for quirks

1. List ten ADJECTIVES that describe your individual personality:

2. Circle the top THREE key words or phrases that appear in the list above.
What is a key word or phrase? It’s the thing that seems the most significant, truthful, or necessary to 
understanding YOU as not just a student, but also a person.

3. Now, write three sentences about each of those key words. (That’s nine sentences altogether!)

4. Choose ONE of these topics to elaborate on for a 10-minute freewrite.

Pre-Writing Exercise: A Lifetime of Facts and Events

1. List ten FACTS about your life that one would not be able to know from reading your transcript
or activities list.

2. Circle the top THREE key words or phrases that appear in this list. 

3. Now, write three sentences about each of those key words.

4. Choose ONE of these topics to elaborate on for a 10-minute freewrite.

APPENDIX C
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Pre-Writing Exercise: Individual Values

1. List ten QUALITIES that you admire in a person:

2. Circle the top THREE key words or phrases that appear in this list that apply to you.

3. Now, write three sentences about each of those key words.

4. Choose ONE of these topics to elaborate on for a 10-minute freewrite.
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braInSTormInG acTIVITIES

Role-Playing

This exercise will get you thinking about the important roles you play in your life.

1. Write a role you fulfill in your life in the each of the boxes in the top row of the chart below. 
Examples might include sister, dog lover, friend, athlete, or volunteer.

2. Next, write a short explanation of that role in each box. For example, if you wrote “volunteer,” 
you might elaborate to say, “I volunteer weekly at a local shelter.”

3. Think of an object that might represent you in that role, such as a dog’s leash you made yourself, a 
necklace from a friend, or your soccer cleats. Write the object in the box.

4. Think of an event or an experience in which you played that role well (e.g. training your dog or helping a 
friend through a loss of a parent). Add that to the box.

5. For each box, on a separate sheet of paper, free write a story about either the object or the event. 
Don’t worry too much about the organization, wording, or mechanics. This exercise is just meant to 
get you brainstorming for your essay. 

APPENDIX D

role

Explanation

object

Event or 
Experience
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The Brainstorming Web

Organizing your ideas in a web can be helpful to creating story lines. First, we are going to brainstorm
some topics.

First: What are you proud of?

Below, name four to five things you’re proud of and why you feel this way. These can be large or small.
Maybe you were selected to be the captain of a team or maybe you’re a great dog walker.

Don’t freeze up on this – just write anything. If you remember something later that you’d like to add to
your list, you can come back to it. For now, just get yourself going, even if you think you’re writing
something you won’t include in your essay. 

Next: A Few of your Favorite Things

What are your favorite things to do? Reading? Riding bikes? Having a meal with friends? Below, make a
list of some of your favorite activities. Next to each, write what you love about this activity. 

Now Let’s use the brainstorming activities above to fill in a brainstorming web. Here’s how:

1. In the center oval below, write one of ten things from your lists above.
2. Write activities, emotions, or memories you associate with the center oval in the rectangles.
3. Write activities, emotions, or memories you associate with the rectangles in the outside ovals.
4. Finally, do a 10-minute free write on your favorite storyline from the web below.

For example, if you write “field hockey” in the center oval, you might “traveling” in one of the
rectangles. This may lead to “new friendships” and “exciting places” in the outside ovals. The web could
prompt you to freewrite about the time your field hockey team traveled to the State championships, and
you and your teammates really bonded over the experience of being in a new city together.
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